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in once like judgment (whether it was noon at night, or only heaven at noon, she wrote, she could not tell) cut off, the wistful, the merely curious, in her hanging dress discern an ikon; her ambiguities are made a shrine, then violated;

we’re drunk champagne above her grave, declaimed the lines of one who dared not live aloud.
I thought of writing her (Dear Emily, though, seems too intrusive, Dear Miss Dickinson too prim) to ask, not without irony, what, wherever she is now, is made

of all the racket, whether she’s of two minds still; and tell her how on one cleared hillside, an ample peace that looks toward Norwottuck’s unaltered purple has been shaken since by bloodshed on two Jima, in Leyte Gulf and Belleau Wood.

Taking Off Emily Dickinson’s Clothes

BILLY COLLINS

First, her tippet made of tulle, easily lifted off her shoulders and laid on the back of a wooden chair.

And her bonnet, the bow undone with a light forward pull.

Then the long white dress, a more complicated matter with mother-of-pearl buttons down the back, so tiny and numerous that it takes forever before my hands can part the fabric, like a swimmer’s dividing water, and slip inside.

You will want to know that she was standing by an open window in an upstairs bedroom, motionless, a little wide-eyed, looking out at the orchard below. the white dress puddled at her feet on the wide-board, hardwood floor.

The complexity of women’s undergarments in nineteenth-century America is not to be waved off, and I proceeded like a polar explorer through clips, chasps, and moorings, catches, straps, and whalebone stays, sailing toward the iceberg of her nakedness.

Later, I wrote in a notebook it was like riding a swan into the night, but, of course, I cannot tell you everything—the way she closed her eyes to the orchard,
how her hair tumbled free of its pins,
how there were sudden dashes
whenever we spoke.

What I can tell you is
it was terribly quiet in Amherst
that Sabbath afternoon,
nothing but a carriage passing the house,
a fly buzzing in a windowpane.

So I could plainly hear her inhale
when I undid the very top
hook-and-eye fastener of her corset

and I could hear her sigh when finally it was unloosed,
the way some readers sigh when they realize
that Hope has feathers,
that reason is a plank,
that life is a loaded gun
that looks right at you with a yellow eye.

---

**Dickinson**

**Martha Collins**

Deep in the hills, in the noon sun,
through the white gate, through the white front door,
up the stairs to the room, and the white dress –

up the stairs, to the cupola,
where the turning world – the trees, the hills,
the hills beyond circumference returned.

Is this what body comes to, then,
after the dinners, the talk, the wine,
hello, goodbye, is this the way,
most I, most who I am?

He was perfect muse, the god who was
and was not there. She had no mother,
she said, her mother was awe.

But awe was also muse, was house,
was hills, beyond the hills –

Mother, wife, the earth at last.
For us it goes the other way:

the deep green cave, the flesh
of love, the wings
of the white election –